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Native American Archaeological or Cultural Site: means any archaeological or other cultural
resource that is associated with Native Americans. These sites must be identifiable by a specific
physical location containing specific physical attributes. Native American archaeological or
cultural sites include but are not limited to: village sites, camp sites, petroglyphs, prehistoric trails,
quarries, milling stations, cemeteries, ceremonial sites or traditional cultural sites and properties.
Native American Advisory Council (NAAC): The NAAC is a 9-member advisory group appointed
by the CDF Director to advise the Department on Native American issues pertaining to CDF's
programs. The NAAC meets, or holds conference calls, approximately four times per year.
Information pertaining to CDF's Native American Advisory Council can be found on CDF' s web
site at: http://www.indiana.edu/-e472/cdflcontacts/naac.html
Registered Professional Forester (RPF): The RPF is licensed to practice forestry in California
and is responsible for the contents of the THP. To become registered, one must have at least
seven years of experience in the practice of forestry and pass a comprehensive written
examination. In order for an RPF to survey for archaeological sites, satisfactory completion of
cultural resource identification and management training is required. This training includes a
component delivered by a Native American instructor. The RPF must hire a professional
archaeologist if the required training is lacking. The RPF is required by the rules to notify N alive
Americans about a proposed THP, seek information about cultural sites that might be present,
and afford Native Americans the opportunity to submit comments during the THP review
process.
Significant Archaeological or Historical Site: means a specific cultural resource location within a
THP. It may or may not contain artifacts or objects but evidence must clearly demonstrate a high
probability that the site meets one or more of the following criteria:
(a) Contains information needed to answer important scientific research questions.
(b) Has a special and particular quality such as the oldest of its type or the best available example
of its type.
(c) Is directly associated with a scientifically recognized important prehistoric or historic event or
person.
(d) Involves important research questions that historical research has shown can be answered only
with archaeological methods.
(e) Has significant cultural or religious importance to Native Americans as described in the abovelisted definitions for Native Americans and Native American Contact List.
Timber Harvesting Plan (THP or Plan): The THP or plan is a comprehensive document prepared
by an RPF and submitted to CDF for review. Timber operations may not begin until CDF approves
the plan, and the RPF is required to follow the provisions specified in the plan. The THP addresses
operational aspects of the timber operation (such as how the area will be logged) as well as
environmental impact information and specific protection measures. The THP is a public
doclllnent and members ofthe public may obtain a copy (for purchase) at the appropriate CDF
Regional Office. Information pertaining to cultural resources is not included in the main body of
the THP but is contained in a separate Confidential Archaeological Addendum (CAA) that is not
available to members of the general public. This procedure provides CDF with the ability to
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identifY and protect cultural resources without disclosing the locations of such resources to
members of the public.

()

THP Preparation Procedures

The RPF writing the plan is required to ensure the completion of a number of procedural steps
during the development of a THP to identify and protect cultural resources. These steps are:
(1) Records Check. The RPF must conduct an archaeological records check at the appropriate
Information Center of the California Historical Resource Information System. These Centers
keep the official archaeological records for California. By checking at the Center, any known
recorded archaeological or historical site that is mapped within the proposed THP become
identified, and must be addressed in the plan.

(2) Consultation with Native Americans. The RPF is required to provide written notification to
Native Americans about the preparation of a plan. The primary purpose for this notification is to
provide Native Americans an opportunity to disclose the existence of any Native American
archaeological or cultural sites that are potentially within or adjacent to the plan area and provide
Native Americans an opportunity to comment on the plan. The RPF will send Native Americans
written notification of a proposed THP that contains the following information:
• A request for information concerning the potential existence of any Native American
archaeological or cultural sites within the plan boundaries.
• Information concerning the location of the plan including two maps. One of these maps
must be a general location map that will show the travel route from the nearest
community or well-known landmark to the plan area. The other map will be a copied
segment of a USGS quad map that displays the approximate boundary of the plan area
and includes a map legend and a scale. The letter wiii also contain a description of the
plan location including the county, section, township, range, base and meridian, and the
approximate direction and distance from the nearest community or well-known landmark
and a statement that all replies, comments, questions, or other information submitted by
Native Americans as a result of this notice should be directed to the RPF. The name,
address, and phone number of the RPF will be provided.
• Information concerning the available time for response will also be provided in the
notice. The RPF will indicate that he or she is requesting a response within ten days from
the date of the notice so the information can be incorporated into the plan when initially
submitted to the Director (Native Americans actually have more than 10 days to respond
-these timelines are discussed in greater detail on page 10 of this report). The RPF will
provide an estimated date the plan will be submitted to CDF. Although it is possible the
CDF could approve a plan 16 calendar days after it is submitted, typically, the plan is
reviewed for at least 45 calendar days following plan submittal before it may be
approved.
• The RPF will indicate that Native American groups may participate in the plan review
process by submitting written comments to CDF before closure of the public comment
period. The RPF will also include a statement that locations of sites disclosed will be kept
·
confidential.
• Native Americans will be advised that a Confidential Archaeological Addendum (CAA)
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will be prepared for the plan and a copy of pertinent information contained within it may, at
the discretion of CDF, be obtained by requesting this report. Such requests should be
directed to the appropriate CDF Archaeologist (a list ofCDF Archaeologists and their
phone numbers is included on pages 11-12 of this report).
The RPF is required to provide additional notification to Native Americans after the survey is
completed if any Native American Archaeological or Cultural Site (see defmition above) exists
within the plan area. This second phase of consultation provides Native Americans with the
opportunity to review the protection measures developed by the RPF and CDF during the
preharvest inspection and afford Native Americans the opportunity to submit written comments for
CDF's consideration prior to CDF's decision regarding plan approval.
(3) Prefield Research. The RPF must ensure that research is conducted prior to the field survey for
cultural resources, including review of appropriate literature and contacting knowledgeable
individuals, concerning potential archaeological or historical sites occurring on the property.
(4) Cultural Resource Survey. The RPF must provide a professional archaeologist or a person with
archaeological training (in accordance with the. rules) to conduct a field survey for archaeological
and historical sites within the plan area. These surveys are usually conducted by the RPF ancllor the
RPFs supervised designees, if such personnel have satisfactorily completed training provided by
CDF to identifY and protect cultural resources. The survey is documented in a confidential report
that contains a list and mapped location for all identified cultural resources, including those
identified by Native Americans during initial consultation. The report also indicates how these
cultural resources will be protected.

CDF's Native American Consultation Policy for THPs
CDF provides training and direction to RPFs and advises them on how to accomplish successful
notification and consultation with Native Americans. Part of this training includes information
provided by Native American instructors that help CDF teach the classes. The following
information provides more information concerning the direction given to RPFs.
Consultation Procedures Statement. The Forest Practice Rules require the RPF to consult with the
NARC and listed local tribes for every THP. Resources of concern that require Native American
consultation include prehistoric or ethnohistoric archaeological sites, traditional cultural properties,
such as sacred places, and gathering localities. Consultation shall also take place in those sensitive
instances, such as the discovery of Native American human remains and burial goods, as specified
in State law (see Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5 and PRC Section 5097.98). CDF believes
that consultation with Native American groups and individuals during project planning is
appropriate and necessary because cultural resources of significance to Indian tribes deserve full
consideration in the project planning and review process and tribes possess a special perspective
on, and relation to these resources. Consultation with Native Americans means affording timely
notice and opportunity to comment on a proposed THP. It is also an opportunity to request
information on specific cultural resources that may be impacted by a proposed project. Receipt
of their written or verbal comments, views, and concerns prior to project approval are the
essence of consultation. RPFs are encouraged to correspond and provide maps of the location of
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the proposed project. Direct contacts through telephone calls, email correspondence and face-toface meetings facilitate the development of mutual trust and encourage the exchange of
information. Critical to successful consultation is listening to, and actively considering the views
expressed by Native American individuals and/or groups. A principal goal of consultation is to
provide Native Americans a reasonable opportunity to express their views on a THP. Although
face-to-face meetings are not required for every project, the value of personal contact should not
be overlooked. Native Americans receiving notification about a proposed project may request a
face-to-face meeting with the RPF to discuss the project and RPFs are encouraged to implement
this request, if practical and timely. When RPFs discover that Native American people may have
concerns about a proposed plan, the RPF is encouraged to investigate and consult. In those
instances, telephone calls and face-to-face meetings should be completed to gather information,
answer questions, listen to concerns, and give consideration to any recommendations provided
by concerned/interested Native Americans. Typically, consultation for a proposed THP is
completed in a series of steps. The first step, called Initial Consultation, is intended to provide
notice of a proposed project and request information about cultural resources known or thought
to exist within or adjacent to the project area. The second step, called Second Consultation, is
taken when known cultural resources may be affected by the project.
Initial Consultation. To complete the Initial Consultation, the RPF shall send correspondence with
maps to the NAHC and to all the appropriate local tribal contacts. These must include two map
attachments: a vicinity map, and a detailed project map. A copy of the appropriate segment of the
USGS 7.5' quadrangle will suffice. To better facilitate communication, the correspondence should
contain an introductory statement of purpose, a brief description of the proposed project, a request
for information on archaeological or cultural sites that might exist in the project area, information
on when the project is likely to begin, the name, address, and phone number of the RPF to contact,
information on the time frame to submit written comments, and a statement that encourages
pa.-ticipation ii1 tt'le project review process. The NAHC will check its Sacred Lands File and reply
if sacred lands sites are identified.
Second Consultation. The second consultation step must be completed for every THP with Native
American archaeological or cultural resources in an area that might be affected. If the project area
is changed to exclude archaeological sites, and such sites will not be affected, or if archaeological
sites are identified, but are historic representations (Euro-American-era resources) the second
notice is not necessary. The second step provides clear notice that a proposed project could affect
Native American archaeological or other cultural resources. It further provides the consulted
Native American groups the opportunity to submit comments concerning site stewardship,
protection, or management for the CDF to consider. To complete the second consultation,
correspondence with attached project and impact specific maps shall be sent to the NAHC and to
appropriate local tribal contacts on CDF's list. Two maps are recommended attachments to the
correspondence: a vicinity map and a detailed project/impact specific map. A copy of the
appropriate segment of the USGS 7.5' quad will usually suffice for the project map. The substance
of the correspondence shall include notification that archaeological resources are present in the
proposed project area, a brief project description, a brief description of the identified
archaeological and/or cultural resources, the proposed protection measures, an invitation to submit
written comments to the CDF for its consideration prior to project approval, name, address, and
phone number of the appropriate CDF staff person to receive comments, the date or timeframe for
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submitting comments. Sometimes the initial and second consultation may be completed in a single
step. This is the case if the RPF knows that cultural resources are present and how they will be
treated. Although it is not a requirement to complete this work in two steps, the usual procedure is
to send the first notice prior to the completion of an archaeological survey, and then a second .
notice after all survey work has been finished and an initial plan for the treatment of cultural
resource impacts has been developed, if such resources have been confmned to exist within the
plan.
Consultation Limitations. If the RPF receives requests from the NAHC and/or local tribes that
appear to be outside the primary topic for consultation (potential impacts to cultural resources), the
RPF is encouraged to contact a CDF Archaeologist for assistance.

Payment of Fees. RPFs occasionally receive requests from Native Americans for payment of
fees for consultation. The following information contains CDF's direction to RPFs on how they
may respond to such requests. The RPF should recognize that in many instances, Native
American people are being asked to volunteer their time to provide information. Accordingly,
the RPF should consider steps to overcome fmancial impediments that prevent Indian tribes from
effectively participating in the consultation process. These steps may include scheduling meetings
in places and times that are convenient for the consulting parties. Consultation is intended to
address the identification of sites, site significance evaluation, impacts assessment, and
resolution of significant adverse change. Its purpose is to give Native Americans an opportunity
to present their interests and concerns regarding the proposed THP, and this information must be
included in the Confidential Archaeological Addendum so CDF can take it into account prior to
making a decision regarding plan approval. This process enables CDF to carry-out its obligation
to seek and consider the views of participating Native American groups and make a good faith
effort to solicit the views of Native American individuals ar1d groups a.t1d factor these views into
the final decision. The consultation requirement, thus, gives an Indian tribe the ability to
advocate an outcome it would like to see CDF take in the final project decision.
When state agencies seek the views of an Indian tribe to fulfill the agency's legal obligation to
consult, the agency is not required to pay the tribe for providing its views, nor is the RPF that is
attempting to consult to carry out consultation efforts. The tribe is acting as a responsible agency
or an agency with special expertise under CEQA. CEQA does not give agencies acting in these
roles authority to charge fees for their response to consultation. If the agency has made a
reasonable and good faith effort to consult with an Indian tribe and the tribe refuses to respond
without receiving payment, the agency has met its obligation to consult, and is free to proceed
with the project review and approval process.
Under some circumstances, however, CDF may choose to contract with a Native American
group or individual for paid consulting services to help CDF develop information. Those
situations may include when CDF specifically requests a Native American group or individual to
conduct a field survey within the CDF project to address a specific issue requiring their
expertise, or during an archaeological excavation when it is has been determined by a CDF
Archaeologist that a Native American monitor is needed. In those instances, the agency or
applicant might be formally purchasing the services of the tribe.
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Ultimately, a state agency must be able to demonstrate that it made a reasonable and good faith
effort. CEQA and the Forest Practice Rules encourage consultation with Indian tribes and their
active participation in the planning process. These laws and regulations, however, do not
require CDF or project applicants to pay for consultation. If an agency or applicant attempts to
consult with an Indian tribe and the tribe demands payment as a condition of consulting, then the
agency or applicant may refuse payment and move to the next step in the review process. In
such situations, however, the agency should still document the efforts made to consult with
Native Americans. If, on the other hand, the agency or applicant seeks information or
documentation that it would normally obtain from a professional contractor or consultant, then
they should expect to pay for the work product.

~
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What Native Americans Can Do When THP Notification is Received
After receiving a notification letter from the RPF you should determine whether or not the proposed
THP is inside or outside your ancestral territory or area of concern or expertise. Contact the RPF
who sent you the notification if you need clarification on the location of the proposed project or any
other information contained in the notice. If the proposed THP is within your ancestral territory or
area of concern or expertise, an archival search should be conducted through the tribe's archive, or
by contacting tribal elders and members for comments. Archival search and consultation provides
you with the ability to place the proposed THP within one of three categories.that entail particular
courses of action:
1. No know known sites and no specific concerns. No further review is required. You may
send a form letter to the RPF notifYing the RPF that the Tribe has no knowledge of a cultural
·
site on this particular project and has no concerns with the proposed niP, or so notifY the
Pu'>F over the telephone, or simply not respond.
2. No known sites identified but the information gathered suggests the likelihood for the
existence of a site. In these cases, if you have concerns you may wish to contact the RPF to
discuss your findings or ask for additional time to conduct more research.
3. Known sites. If you know of confirmed or suspected cultural sites within the proposed THP
area, notifY the RPF about this as soon as possible so this information can be utilized during
project planning. Disclose where the site is located, what it is, how large an area it covers,
and offer suggestions on how it could be protected. It is preferable for this response to be in
writing and accompanied by a map, but you may also provide this notification to the RPF
through a telephone call. It is important that you provide the RPF with this information as
soon as possible so the site is identified in the plan and afforded appropriate protection.
If you desire to participate in an on-site inspection to show the RPF the precise location of the
cultural site or to evaluate its protection, contact the Registered Professional Forester and request to
meet with the RPF during the plan preparation or to participate in the Preharvest Inspection (PHI).
If the RPF is unable to accommodate your request to visit the project area, you may contact a CDF
Staff Archaeologist to request to attend the PHI. Site visits by Native Americans are often only
permitted with landowner consent, and in many cases CDF does not have the authority to force.
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the landowner to allow such a site visit to take place. There may be some circumstances where
CDF does have sufficient authority to override the landowner, if the landowner wants the
proposed project to continue to CDF for approval. Under these circumstances, CDF would need
to conclude that a certain Native American group or individual has specific information that must
be conveyed not only in writing, but in the field as well. In such cases, the Native American is
acting as CDF's expert and may participate on the PHI under the Department's authority to inspect
the niP to assist CDF identifY the location and aerial extent of cultural sites that may exist on the
plan. The specific authority enabling CDF to bring a Native American expert out on a field
inspection of a niP, when CDF determines this step is necessary, is found in Section 1037.5(a) of
the Forest Practice Rules.

The Timber Harvesting Plan (THP)
The Timber Harvesting Plan (THP) serves three functions. It provides information concerning a
proposed THP to enable CDF to make a determination concerning whether or not the plan
conforms to the rules. It provides information on a proposed project to those neighbors and
interested members of the public and affords them an opportunity to comment on the proposed
project, and it provides information and direction to timber operators (loggers) so that they can
follow the operational aspects of the approved THP. The RPF does an extensive amount of work
in order to prepare a THP. Initially the THP area is reviewed on maps and aerial photographs, and
nearby projects are reviewed to assess the potential cumulative impact of the proposed timber
operations. The RPF may spend days or weeks assessing potential impacts to timber, water, soil,
wildlife, cultural resources, and other forest resources, and develops a plan to wisely manage these
resource values. This assessment will include extensive fieldwork for surveys and inventories,
research, and report preparation during the development of a proposed THP. The RPF then writes
the THP and submits it to CDF for review. The RPF is working for the THP Submitter who is
either the timberland owner or the tiLllber ow11er, or ihe timber operator- sometimes these are three
different people or companies. THP preparation includes the preparation of a Confidential
Archaeological Addendum (CAA). The CAA contains all information on the cultural resource
investigation conducted for the project, including the results ofthe Native American notification
process, the archaeological survey, what sites were found, and how these sites are to be protected.
The preparation of a THP may take from one month to several years to complete. A Notice of Intent
is required to be posted in a conspicuous location on the public road nearest the niP site. This
Notice includes items such as the names ofthe timberland owner, the RPF, the THP Submitter, the
number of acres to be harvested, and the address for the CDF Regional Office available for public
input. A map is also posted with the location of the project shown.

How THPs Are Reviewed
When CDF receives the THP, the Department has ten days to file it or return it. A plan is filed
when it is found by CDF to be complete and in proper order. CDF will send a notice of filing of
the THP to any person who requests, in writing, to be notified. After the plan is filed, written
comments and concerns from the public can still be provided to CDF and these must be
considered during CDF's review of the THP. A CDF Staff Archaeologist reviews every
Confidential Archaeological Addendum (CAA) for every THP submitted to CDF. The CDF
Archaeologist reviews the CAA to determine if all of the cultural resource investigation procedures
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have been satisfactorily completed, evaluates the professional adequacy of the survey effort and
survey documentation, and evaluates the adequacy of proposed protection measures for identified
cultural resource sites. The CDF Archaeologist may participate on the PHI, along with the RPF and
the CDF Forest Practice Inspector, to evaluate the archaeological survey effort, conduct an on-theground search for additional sites, or evaluate site significance and protection measures.

~
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It is unlikely that CDF and their staff archaeologists will be able to locate non-archaeological
cultural sites without the involvement and assistance from local tribes. Traditional cultural
properties, gathering areas, prayer sites, and other specific locations of cultural importance to Native
Americans, especially those that lack surface artifacts or features, are examples of cultural resources
that are usually not identified during archaeological surveys. Many of these are known only to local
Native American groups. By responding to the written notification, local Native Americans can
notif'y the RPF and CDF that a cultural site exists in the area proposed for timber operations and
ensure the site is afforded protection. Most often archaeological sites are completely protected
from harvesting operations, and special protection measures are sometimes also included within
the I 00-foot zone surrounding the site. During the THP review period the NARC will check the
plan area against their Sacred Land Files to see if any previously recorded cultural sites exist in the
THP area. If there appears to be any archaeological or culturally sensitive areas within the proposed
harvest area as a result of the review by the NARC, the RPF is promptly notified so this information
can be investigated and addressed in the plan.
Public comments may be directed toward archaeological issues or other issues, which may
include water quality, scenic quality, traffic, or biological habitat protection measures. Written
comments may be made to both the RPF and CDF. Information on the location of
archaeological or other cultural sites is kept by CDF in a separate confidential file that is not
available to the general public.

Time Frame
The rules require the RPF to wait at least ten days for possible response to their request for
information in the written notification to local Native Americans. Native Americans actually
have much more time than the minimum I 0-day period for response to the notice that is
mentioned by the RPF in the initial notification of a proposed THP. The RPF asks for a response
in ten days so concerns may be addressed before CDF receives the THP. The RPF must send
their request to the Native Americans at least ten days before delivering the THP to CDF. Once
CDF receives the THP they have up to ten days to file or return it. After the THP is filed there is
a minimum of fifteen (15) days from receipt of the Plan by the CDF before approval. This will
give the public time for written comments. If a PHI is done, the 15-day period for public review
begins at the date of the PHI, not the date of filing, giving the public more time for review. After
the initial review and public comment have ended, the Director has up to ten working days to
review the public input, to consider recommendations and mitigation measures of the agencies,
and determine if the plan is in conformance with the applicable rules. Therefore, a minimum of
twenty-five (25) days is available to respond to a THP after it has been filed, and quite often the
time frame is longer than thirty-five (35) days.
Even if Native Americans provide notification of the existence of a cultural site after CDF has
approved the THP, CDF will attempt to respond to the information and may have authority to
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insert protection measures into the THP. CDF' s authority to address late-arriving information
and make additional inspections upon the property is limited to the life of the THP (usually 3-5
years) although CDF's authority may extend for some time after the filing of a THP completion
report to inspect and confirm the success of restocking efforts designed to maintain forest
productivity.

Approving the THP
All written comments must be considered and responded to before THP approval. THP approval
means that the written THP, as documented in possible revisions required by CDF, is found to be in
conformance with the applicable rules. If you become aware of a site location, even after. a THP
is approved, contact CDF. The CDF Archaeologist and the CDF Forest Practice Inspector will
attempt to confmn its location on the ground, evaluate the potential for significant impacts
associated with logging operations, and ensure that appropriate protection measures are amended
into the THP. If during timber harvesting an archaeological or historical site is discovered, by rule,
all timber operations must stop in the immediate area surrounding the discovered site, and CDF
must be immediately notified. The newly discovered site will be addressed in a THP amendment,
and CDF will immediately send that proposed amendment to Native Americans. The CDF
Archaeologist, or the CDF inspector under the Archaeologist's direction, will evaluate the site and
protection measures may be amended into the THP. The CDF Archaeologist, along with other CDF
Inspectors, may inspect the THP area before, during and after harvesting operations to insure
protection of sites.

Additional Information
To obtain more information on CDF's Archaeology Program or the Forest Practice Rilles for the
protection of cultural resources, visit the CDF Archaeology Program Web Site at the following
address: http://www.indiana.edu/-e472/cd£1 These web pages contain a complete set of the current
forest practice rilles for the protection of archaeological and historical sites, CDF's Native American
Contact List, CDF procedures, Management Plans, Survey Report Forms, Site Recording Forms,
news stories, program information, and many other items.

Names, Phone Numbers, and Addresses of Key Contacts
CDF Staff Archaeologists
Dan Foster (Program Manager- Statewide Responsibility)
P.O. Box 944246, Room #1516-33 Sacramento, CA 94244-2460 (916) 653-0839
Chuck Whatford (CDF Coast Area Archaeologist)
135 Ridgway Avenue, Santa Rosa, CA 95401 (707) 576-2966
Rich Jenkins (Northern Region Supervisor and Cascade Area Archaeologist)
6105 Airport Road, Redding, CA 96002 (530) 224-4749
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Steve Grantham (Unit Archaeologist- Humboldt-Del Norte Unit)
118 Fortuna Boulevard, Fortuna, CA 95540-0425 (707) 726-1251
Gerrit Fenenga (Area Archaeologist supporting USPS-funded Grants)
P.O. Box 944246, Room #1516-22 Sacramento, CA 94244-2460 (916) 651-2021
Linda Sandelin (Regional Archaeologist- CDF Southern Region)
1234 East Shaw Avenue, Fresno, CA 93710 (559) 243-4119

California State Board of Forestry and Fire Protection
George Gentry, Executive Officer
P.O. Box 944246, Room #1515-16, Sacramento, CA 94244-2460 (916) 653-8007
CDF's Native American Advisory Council
Harriet Rhoades, Chairperson
P.O. Box 91, Fort Bragg, CA 95437, (707) 468-5158
Native American Heritage Commission
Larry Myers, Executive Secretary
915 Capitol Mall, Room #364, Sacramento CA 95814 (916) 653-4082
U.S. Forest Service
Judy Rose, Heritage Program Manager
1323 Club Drive, Vallejo, CA 94592 (707) 562-8854

0

Sonia Tamez, Tribal Relations Project Leader
1323 Club Drive, Vallejo, CA 94592 (707) 562-8851
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CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION
(DPR)
DPR CULTURAL RESOURCES PROGRAM CONTACTS
(updated September 2005)
Cultural Heritage Section at DPR Headquarters, Sacramento
John W. Foster, Senior State Archaeologist
916-653-4529, (FAX) 916-653-3398, e-mail jfost(al,parks.ca.gov
Larry Felton, Associate State Archaeologist
916-375-5917, 916-653-9612, (FAX) 916-375-5913; e-maillfelt@parks.ca.gov
Peter D. Schultz, Senior State Archaeologist
916-375-5926,916-651-9523, (FAX) 916-657-3355; e-mail pschu@parks.ca.gov
State Archaeological Collections Research Facilitv:
Glenn Farris, Senior State Archaeologist
Supervisor, State Archaeological Collections Research Facility
916-375-5922, (FAX) 916-375-5920; e-mail gfarr@parks.ca.gov
NAGPRA Coordinator for DPR:
Paulette Hennum, State Curator, NAGPRA Coordinator for Department of Parks and Recreation
916-653-7976, (FAX) 916-653-3398; e-mail phenn@parks.ca.gov
Native American Coordination at DPR Service Centers:
Northern Service Center: Dan Osanna, Historian III
916-445-8836, e-mail dosann@parks.ca.gov
Southern Service Center: Jim Newland, Historian III
619-220-5314, FAX 619-220-5400; e-mail jnewland@parks.ca.gov
Contacts at State Park Units:
Central Valley District: Linda Dick-Bissonnette, Associate State Archaeologist
209-536-5939, (FAX) 209-536-2978; e-maillbliss@parks.ca.gov
Colorado Desert District: Sue Wade, Associate State Archaeologist
760-765-0485,760-767-5709,760-767-5311, (FAX) 760-765-0623; e-mail
suewade@simplyweb.net
Diablo Vista & North Bay Districts: Breck Parkman, Senior State Archaeologist
707-769-5652 ext. 216 (FAX) 707-769-5675; e-mail bparkman@parks.ca.gov
Marianne Hurley, State Historian II
707-938-9548 ext. 21, (FAX) 707-938-1406; e-mail mhurley@parks.ca.gov
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Gold Fields District: Jenifer Padgett, Associate State Archaeologist
916-988-0205 ext. 235, (FAX) 916 988-9062 or 989-3692; e-mail jpadg@parks.ca.gov
Inland Empire District: Larrynn Carver, Associate State Archaeologist
909-443-2410, (FAX) 909-443-2406; e-maillcarver@parks.ca.gov
Monterey District: Rae Schwaderer, Associate State Archaeologist
831-649-2930, (FAX) 831-649-2847; e-mail rschw@parks.ca.gov
North Bay District:
Northern Service Center: Raymond Benson, Associate State Archaeologist
916-445-8830, (FAX) 916-445-91 00; e-mail rbens@parks.ca.gov
Northern Service Center: Jeff Brooke, Associate State Archaeologist
916-445-8809, (FAX) 916-445-9100; e-mail jbrooke@parks.ca.gov
Northern Service Center: Dione Gruver, Associate State Archaeologist
916-445-8835, (FAX) 916-445-9100; e-mail dgruver@.parks.ca.gov
Northern Service Center: Warren Wulzen, Associate State Archaeologist
831-657-6303, (FAX) 831-649-7137; e-mail wwulz@parks.ca.gov
OHV Division: Phil Hines, Associate State Archaeologist
916-924-1584, (FAX) 916-324-1610; e-mail phine@parks.ca.gov
San Diego Coast District: Therese Muranaka, Associate State Archaeologist
619-293-3529, (FAX) 858-642-4222; e-mail tmuranaka@parks.ca.gov
San Luis Obispo Coast District: Elise Wheeler, Associate State Archaeologist
805-927-2167, (FAX) 805-927-2031; e-mail ewhee@parks.ca.gov
Santa Cruz District: Mark Hylkema, Associate State Archaeologist
831-335-6381, (FAX) 831-335-6394; e-mail mhylk@parks.ca.gov
Sierra District: Denise Thomas, Associate State Archaeologist
530-525-9526, (FAX) 530-525-3380; e-mail sierraark@jps.net
Southern Service Center: Michael P. Sampson, Associate State Archaeologist
619-220-5323, (FAX) 619-220-5400; e-mail msampson@parks.ca.gov
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CULTURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
IN CALIFORNIA STATE PARKS
(downloaded 10/4/05 from http://www.parks.ca.gov/default.asp?page_id=22492)

California State Parks is the steward of many of California's most significant cultural treasures.
Whether preserving historic structures, archival documents, shipwrecks, gold rush towns, ancient
villages or museum collections, the job of managing heritage resources can be described in three
steps.
The first step is to compile a comprehensive inventory and thoroughly document the resources.
Curators, historians and archaeologists research our parks, often working in teams to locate and
describe the physical remains of past human activity. They may find archaeological deposits,
ruins, abandoned mines or standing features. The same area often produces evidence from
different time periods. Park specialists record, describe and map existing heritage resources,
providing a baseline for future comparisons.
Evaluating the resources and determining their condition is the second step in cultural resource
management. Museum curators study objects to assess their significant and relationship to
historic events, places and persons, while historians and archaeologists use criteria developed for
the National Register of Historic Places to evaluate historic structures, archaeological sites and
cultural landscapes. Then staff identifY outstanding characteristics, assess threats and prepare
reports. Historic structure reports define the original historic fabric of structures and recommend
how best to preserve them. Artifact condition reports document the status of individual objects.
Finally, active stewardship ensures that resources are preserved, protected and made available for
public understanding and appreciation. Cultural resource specialists take proactive measures,
such as removal of graffiti from an ancient rock art site or stabilization of historic features, to
rescue the heritage resources of our state parks from decline and decay, and to ensure that these
resources are available for future generations.
In its new acquisitions as well as its management, California State Parks is committed to
preserving the diversity and antiquity of human experience in California. Understanding this rich
historical legacy gives our citizens a sense of place and continuity in the modem world.
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CALIFORNIA INDIAN HERITAGE CENTER
(downloaded 10/4/05 from website http://www.parks.ca.gov/?page_id=22629)
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The Department of Parks and Recreation and the California Indian Heritage Center Task Force
are working to make the California Indian Heritage Center a reality.
The California Indian Heritage Center will fill a long-standing need in the state, serving the
needs of both Native and non-Native citizens. It will replace the current State Indian Museum in
Sacramento with a center where Indian people can come together, celebrate and preserve their
past, and promote the continuation of their traditions. It will also be a place where California
students, teachers, and families can learn about the history and heritage of California's
indigenous people and contemporary Indian life. It will be a destination for tourists from around
the world to learn about Native American culture in California.
Preliminary concepts for the facility include formal exhibit galleries for historic and
contemporary exhibitions, a theater, outdoor village reconstructions, native plant gardens, and
ceremonial areas. The total size of modem buildings is estimated at approximately 60,000 square
feet. In addition to gallery and progranuning spaces, one or more structures will contain curation
facilities, a research center, meeting rooms, office and support areas, a shop, and possibly
facilities for food service. The grounds will include areas for special events and traditional
gatherings.· Construction may take place in phases, but the vision for the completed center is for
it to serve as the hub of cultural activities throughout the state by networking existing and
emerging local, State, and tribal museums through electronic media, training programs, and
shared exhibitions, and to attract hundreds of thousands of visitors of all kinds.
The California Indian Heritage Center will be developed and operated as part of California's
State Park System, in collaboration with and under the guidance of the California Indian
community. An initial $5 million in voter-approved parks bond monies allocated for the project
will provide funding for the preliminary phase, which will include a master plan and some site
development. The legislatively-authorized Task Force has two primary statutory purposes: to
recommend to State Parks a site for the project, and to recommend the governance structure for
the center.
The site selection recommendation has occurred, and was ratified in July 2005. A location along
the lower American River east of Discovery Park has been proposed. Work on governance
issues and how the center will be operated is underway now and should be complete in early
2006. Site master planning will commence in January 2006, and will take approximately one
year.
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California Indian Heritage Center
14 I 6 9th Street, Room 902
Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 653-2030
Fax:
(916) 653-3398
E-mail: cihc@parks.ca.gov
California Indian Heritage Center Task Force:
Public Members Appointed by the Director of California State Parks
Gen Denton (Miwok)
Gen Denton is a member of the Ione Band ofMiwok Indians, and an active member of the Sierra
Native American Council. After raising her children while traveling as a United States Navy
family, she has devoted much of her time to the continuation and interpretation ofMiwok
traditions and spiritual values. As a member of the Citizens Advisory Group at Chaw'se (Indian
Grinding Rock State Park), Ms. Denton has worked with State Park staff to ensure that the
Cultural Center located within the park serves the local Indian community and educates park
visitors about Indian culture and history. She worked on the development of the museum exhibit
"Discovery, Devastation and Survival: California Indians and the Gold Rush".
Cindi Alvitre (Tongva)
Cindi Alvitre helped found the Ti'at Society in the I 980's. She is currently pursuing her Ph.D. at
the University of California, Los Angeles in the Department of World Arts and Cultures. She has
been a cultural/environmental educator and activist for nearly three decades and holds a Bachelor
of Arts in Anthropology and a Master of Arts in History/Museology. She was the first woman
chair of the Gabrieleno-Tongva Tribal Council. Ms. Alvitre has represented her community
domestically and internationally in a number of different venues including opening for Nobel
Laureates Rigoberta Menchu Tum, and His Hoiliness the Dalai Lama. She continues to dedicate
her life to the preservation and protection of indigenous cultures.
Jack Norton (Hupa/Cherokee)
Jack Norton is an enrolled member of the Yurok Nation. He is ofHupa!Cherokee heritage and
participates as a traditional singer and dancer in the religious ceremonies held by the
northwestern California Native peoples. His book Genocide in Northwestern California (1979)
was recently republished by the Indian Historian Press. He has written numerous articles on
Native California life ways and lectured throughout the western United States and in Germany.
He was appointed to the Rupert Casto Chair in American Indian History at the University of
California, Riverside (1997-1998) and retired from Humboldt State University where he taught
Native American Studies for 25 years.
Public Members Appointed by the NAHC Executive Secretary
Bill Mungary (Paiute I Apache)
Bill Mungary has served as Chairperson of the Native American Heritage Commission since
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1990. He has had a long career working in housing, community and economic development,
retiring recently as Director of the Community Development Department for Kern County. He
has served on numerous boards and councils, including the California Rural Development
Council as the representative for tribal governments. Mr. Mungary was a captain in the United
States Air Force, and holds a B.A. in International Relations and a M.S. in Business
Administration from University of California at Los Angeles.
Timothy Bactad (Kumeyaay)
Timothy Bactad' s professional career has led down many roads, all with the common interest of
helping people. He has been a HIV counselor for the San Diego American Indian Health Center
and was the director of the SSI program for the Southern Indian Health Clinic in Alpine,
California. Currently, Mr. Bactad is a Councilman for the Viejas Band ofKumeyaay Indians. He
previously served the Viejas tribe as a lobbyist on their Housing Commission and Enrollment
Committee. Mr. Bactad has extensive experience in meeting with Local, State, and Federal
government and informing them on the needs of the Viejas Reservation and the needs of all
Kumeyaay.
Margaret Dalton (Miwuk)
Margaret L. Dalton has been designated by Larry Myers, Executive Secretary, Native American
Heritage, to serve in his place when possible. Mrs. Dalton and her husband settled on the Jackson
Rancheria in the Sierra foothills in 1956. After raising eight children in her extended family, she
devoted herself to establishing a tribal government for the Jackson Rancheria Band ofMiwuk
Indians. She was elected Tribal Chairperson in 1979 and has served in this capacity ever since.
From the beginning, her goal was to make her tribe financially self-sufficient and not dependent
on any state or government funding.
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State Officiais Thai Are Members by Law (ex-oillcio members)
Mike Chrisman, Secretary, Resources Agency
Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger appointed Mike Chrisman California's ninth Secretary for
Resources on November 21, 2003. As a member of Governor Schwarzenegger's Cabinet,
Secretary Chrisman serves as his chief advisor on issues related to the State's natural, historical,
and cultural resources. As the State of California's Secretary for the Resources Agency, Mike
Chrisman oversees policies, activities, and a budget of $4.1 billion and 14,712 employees in 24
departments, commissions, boards and conservancies on conservation, water, fish and game,
forestry, parks, energy, coastal, marine and landscape. Governor Schwarzenegger appointed
Secretary Chrisman to his Administration for his extensive expertise in environmental resource
management and environmental issues.
Ruth Coleman, Director, California State Parks
As Director, Ruth Coleman is responsible for 277 parks in the State Park System, which includes
five Regional Indian Museums, historic and pre-historic California Indian sites, cultural
landscapes, and a large collection of Native American cultural objects. Ms. Coleman joined the
department as Deputy Director for Legislation in December 1999. According to SB 2063, the
Director of State Parks (or her designee) will serve as the Executive Secretary to the Task Force.
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Larry Myers (Porno), Executive Secretary, Native American Heritage Commission
Larry Myers has been Executive Secretary of the Native American Heritage Commission
(NARC) since 1987. The NARC advocates for and provides oversight for the protection of
Native American burials and cemeteries, and the preservation of sacred shrines, ceremonial sites,
and places of worship in California. Mr. Myers was instrumental in the creation and installation
of the Commemorative Seal on the front steps of the State Capitol that memorializes
contributions of California Indians.
Susan Hildreth, State Librarian
Governor Schwarzenegger appointed Susan Hildreth the California State Librarian in July 2004.
Previously, she served as the San Francisco City Librarian and in various positions with public
libraries in northern California. Ms. Hildreth is a past- President of the California Library
Association and is active in the American Library Association. Among the State Library's duties
are preserving California's cultural heritage and providing access to related resources. The State
Librarian chairs the California Cultural and Historical Endowment, and she or her designee
serves as a member of the California Indian Heritage Center Task Force.
Designees of State Officials
Designees may serve in place of ex-officio members on a regular or occasional basis.

Walter Gray
Walter Gray has been designated by Ruth Coleman, Director, California State Parks, to serve as
her representative on the Task Force. Mr. Gray is the Chief of the Cultural Resources Division
of California State Parks, and recently returned to the department after serving for six years as
the California State Archivist and Chief of the Archives & Museum Division in the office of the
Secretary of State. In his earlier career vvith State Parks, he served for 21 years as arcl--tlvist,
curator and director ofthe California State Railroad Museum. Mr. Gray also serves as the
representative of Secretary for Resources Mike Chrisman on the California Cultural and
Historical Endowment.
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